Dalianes Elected Stude nt Body President
The final results in last week’s
Associated Student Body elec-

student

government

junior psychology major
from
Eureka, was elected ASB Presiby

284

votes

to

238 in a runoff election.
In the other
runoff contest,
Jack

Mays

defeated

Ray

or

Smelt-

the Kingston Trio,

name

just to

a few.”

Four
open on
for next
positions

appointive offices are
the Executive Council
year, Dalianes said. The
open are three repre-

terested in any one of these positions. I will put a notice in the
daily bulletin and in the Lumberjack

announcing

when

Activities

already in the mail inquiring about bringing a big name entertainer such as Ella Fitzgerald,

recommenda-

tions to the Executive Council,
I would like to interview any
HSC student who would be in-

er; Billy Caver, awards commis-

fore

Commissioner.

making

any

“Be-

Ross Stromberg,

rally

commissioner.
The constitutional amendment
on the ballot was passed 414
votes to 148. The amendment
states that the present Activites
and Organizations Commissions
will be divided into two separate offices. The Activities Commissioner for the school year
1959-60 will be appointed by the
Executive Council. In the general election next spring, this office will be open for election.

inter-

entertainment for Homecoming
Week.
He added, “A letter is

sentatives at large posts and the

sioner;

views
will be held.”
Other Octagon Volunteer candidates elected were John Burger, vice president; Joe Mayfield
treasurer; Joan Rasmussen, secretary; Neil Evans, organiza-

1959 Homecomming Committee
on trying to get some big name

dent over Chip Brodie, Indepencandidate,

position.

Dalianes said that the newly
elected officers are already making big plans for next year. Among them are working with the

positions.

The standard bearer of the Octagon Volunteers, Art Dalianes,

dent

Louis Armstrong, Louis Prima

zer 337 votes to 170 for the pub-

lications commissioner

tions found the Octagon Volunteers sweeping all nine of the
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Campus Awaits Lumberjack Days Events;
anned
Preparations for Lumberjack
Days, to be held next Friday and

Saturday, are progressing rapidly under the chairmanship
of
Glendyne
Baldwin.
Contests,
dances,
swimming, drama
and
baseball are included in the pro-

gram.
The Lucky Logger II contest
will be one of the highlights of the
| gala two day affair.
All men with

Contests

will

begin

this

after-

Hilltopper Issue
Set For May 18

Spaid Named
Division Head

The Hilltopper, HSC’s general
interest
magazine, is
tentatively
scheduled for distribution on Monday, May 18. The Hilltopper will
be featuring a new look in the
cover designed by art editor Sally
Dr. Stanley Spaid, professor of Wilkinson.
history, has been appointed chairSeven feature stories along with
man of the Division of Social Scia humor page by Ray Stanley, a
ence, President C. H. Siemens an- picture essary by Jack Mays, and
nounced this week.
a cartoon page by Joe Romero
Dr. Spaid will succeed Dr. Arwill be highlighted.
chie Jones, assistant professor of
Contributors to the magazine are
history, who has resigned effective
at the end of this school year to Kay Morrison, Larry West, Pat
become assistant director of the Baker, Paul Hann, Don Peterson,
Guintini, and
magazine
Chicago
Historical
Society.
Dr. Dennis
Jones served as division chairman editor, Tony Vasquez.
A major feature will be the anfor the past year.
Appointments of division chair- nouncement of the “Athlete of the
The story has been writmen are for three years. Dr. Spaid Year.”
by Lumberjack
sportswriter
served a three-year term as chair- ten

man from 1955-58.
He has been
a member of the HSC staff since

1949,

Dennis

Giuntini.

award

in

Earl

years

Barnum

and

Winners

past

have

Warren

of the
been

Baker.

the frogs come
need a frog for

the contest you won’t have to go
out and catch the slimy little

tary schools in the area have
obtained a good supply of frogs
in all sizes, shapes and colors.
Prices range from 35 cents to
70 cents according to size.
Interested groups may place their
orders in the Dean of Students’
office.

with

ja cash

contestants.

is where do
from?
If you

to be a Frog
The question

Dean of Students.
| judged by a local

the

Beards will be
barber, and the

best

beard

will

be

prize and

certificate

for a

|free shave.
Lucky Logger I is
the giant statue in the Men’s Gym,

Approximately 50 students from
11 colleges and universities will be noon at 4 p. m. with expository
on campus today and tomorrow speaking, followed this evening by
for the second annual Pentathlon interpretation and debate- sympofor the Northern California Foren- sium.
Contests will begin at 9 a.
sic Association.
Under the rules m. tomorrow, lasting through the
A banquet
tomorrow
of the tournament, a speaker must afternoon.
be versatile enough to enter five evening at the Bella Vista will clithe tournament,
concluding
kinds of speech competition: ex- max
pository-“goodwill” speaking, man- with the final round of judging of
uscript oratory, symposium-debate, after-dinner speaking. Faculty adinterpretation-recital,
and
after- visers for the event are Prof. Milt
Dobkin and Dr. Edward
Steele.
dinner speaking.
HSC
forensic squad
members HSC also hosted last year’s Penwill be working on different sec- tathlon.
tions of the tournament, with John
Rawlinson, lower division, and Ed
Spencer, upper division, as HSC

There is going
Jumping Contest!

creature yourself.
Students from various elemen-

;crowned Lucky Logger II at the
| Wood Chip Chop
dance Friday
|night.
In addition to reigning ov|er the events of Lumberjack Days,
'Lucky Logger II will be awarded

HSC Hosting Speech Pentathlon
For 11 Schools Today, Tomorrow

In Dean’s Office

|beards are invited to sign up for
| the contest in the office of the
‘man

ART DALIANES

Order Your Frog

The

first event

of

Lumberjack

Days
will
be
a one-act
play
“Twenty-Seven Wagons
Full Of
Cotton”
by Tennessee
Williams.
The production is directed by Stan
Brandenburg, and the cast is Wanda McCray, Paul Connor and John
Brandenburg. According to Bran-

Caplan Is Recipient
Of Ford Fellowship

Saturday, May 16 will be the big
spring
formal
“Garden
in the
Rain,” sponsored by the Junior
Class.
Time is growing short, so
get started, ask that special girl
— it may not be too late.
The
bids are now on sale in the Dean
of Students’ office at the price
of $2.50 per couple.
Tuesday night the junior class
met and heard reports from Pat
Regli, chairman, and the committee heads, who reported the dance
planning in the final stages and

that everything is pointing toward
a very successful dance., A late
change in the orchestra was announced, and the Denny Sullivan

Combo, a new musical group, will
now be playing the dance music.
The new combo includes Sullivan on bass, Russ Bradford on
drums, Elaine Leister on piano,
Howard Lewis on
trumpet and
John Mell on trombone.
Sullivan,
Bradford and Mell are HSC stue
dents,
The Prom will be held at the
Eureka Inn and will bring Lumberjack Days to a close.

Edwin Caplan, assistant professor of business, was notified last
week of his selection as recipient
of a Ford Foundation Summer FaPat Miller was named the gene
culty Fellowship at UCLA.
eral chairman of clean-up.
Miss
The summer term will be from Miller and Miss Regli are both old
'denburg this play is for adults onProf. hands in the dance planning and
ly and he agreed to present it only , June 16 until August 11.
iif he could be sure that there Caplan will leave for Los Angeles they are looking forward to a very
would be no children in the au- at the end of this semester.
successful dance.
Miss Regli was
The courses he plans on taking the chairman of this year’s Sno
dience.
Classes will be dismissed
at 3 p. m. Friday in order that stu- at UCLA will be applied toward Ball, which was considered the
dents and faculty may attend the o doctor’s degree in business ad- most elaborate in the formal hisThe fellowship will tory of
dramatic production if they wish. ministration.
Humboldt
State.
Miss
Another feature of Friday after(Continued on Page 5)

cover traveling expenses,
and living expenses.

tuition

Many Faculty Members Honored
At Annual Reco gnition Night
Faculty members who have won various distinctions, who
are going on leave or who have resigned, were honored at.
the annual Faculty Recognition Banquet last Thursday in
Nelson

Regli

says

that

equal the Sno

Hall cafeteria.

The banquet hall was decorated by life-sized portraits of

faculty members being honored, and dialogue continuity by
Dr. Don Karshner, master of ceremonies, followed a circus
theme.

orations

and

this

dance

should

Ball as far as dece
interest

go.

STUDENT RECITAL
SET FOR SUNDAY
The semi-annual student recital
sponsored by Mu Epsilon Psi, college music sororiety, will be held
Sunday at 8 p. m. in the Music
Building.
The program will include works
for piano, organ, voice and various
ensembles.
Pianists who will perform are
Sarah Hallin,
Joan Bullock and
Chris Ramstad; organ, Judy Nilson; horn, Ted Hamilton; voice,

Special
guests at the
banquet
were Dr. Roy E. Simpson, state | ealeng on leaves of absence. They
superintendent
of public instruc- 'are Prof. Albert Blood, Prof. LynRaymond |
|wood
Carranco,
Dr.
tion, and Mrs. Simpson.
Richard
Ames,
Dorothy
Elliott
Permanent staff members who Dasmann, Leland Fetzer, Dr. Har- and Joan Iverson.
ry Griffith, Mrs. Helen Grilley,
have resigned were introduced by
The ensembles are: Wind, Jerry
Mrs. Rita Jones, Prof. Reese BulMoore, flute, Marla Bishop, oboe,
oe,
et.
er
eee
oie,
Dr.
Arthur
McE.
Smith
and
instruction.
They are Mrs.
Carole Cress, clarinet, Jeff Simas,
erly Griffith, college nurse;
Dr. Dr. William Lanphere.
French horn, Iris Osborne, basArchie Jones, assistant professor
Dr. Balabanis detailed the aw- soon,
Gordon
Bertsch,
piano;
Palovic, | ards of research grants and intro- brass: Jerry Flora, trombone, Gore
of history;
Miss Lora

CES librarian; Dr. John Wagner, | duced faculty to whom the grants
assistant professor of English, and| have been awarded. They are Dr.

don Bertsch, trombone, Rober Ol-

Dr.

pet; percussion: Rowland Nielsen,
drums, Roger Olsen, cymbals, Jere

Robert

Woodward,

professor of business

associate | George Allen, Dr. Andrew Karoly,
education.
Dr. Ernest Salo and Prof. John

Pres, C. H. Siemens introduced | DeWitt.

the ten faculty members

who

are

The dean also recogniz-

(CONTINUED

ON

PAGE

4)

sen, trumpet, Ted

Hamilton, trume-

ry Wright, drums, Joe Chappelle,
bass

drum.

Fri, May 8, 1959
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MINUTES
of

painted on the sign.

California

near

sign

lettered

Art

of the

class

design

advance

This was seconded
Department.
contact
John will
passed.
and
Reese Bullen to see if this can be
done through the Art Department.
The entry that we received will be
carried over to the fall of next year
also,

National Advertising Service, Ine.,
420 Madisen Ave., New York, N. ¥.

A crudely

next

to

year to be done as a project of the

Represented for National Advertising by

2
Times

The

the

moved

over

carried

be

contest

Association.

of

way

Seal and Flag — Since there was

only one entry, Joan

Intercollegiate Press

a
Signs

It was decid-

ed that this would be a good
to try out the sign.

Publishers
end

Newspaper
Aassehdtes

Days

Lumberjack

possible to have

| Unfinished Business:
('afeteria-Bookstore

the new

The implication | Elections — The booths are
construction site reads ‘‘This Is Progress?’’
=
at Hoa i ae
is that of skepticism and protest. Skepticism and protest
as wie to Wel 06 te pale.
The

what?

calligrapher

collegiate

view-

been

to have

seemed

— Don asked us to be
on some type of enterDiscussion
for retreat.
about the spouse of the

place rather | “Retreat
ing the situation in light of an immediate parking
campus. working
better
and
bigger
a
for
planning
than long-range
While it would, of course, be more convenient to park in front ||tainment
following
factors
of the present Ad building, there are more important

coun-

of

couples

married

| various

involved.

ne going to sab
Some ten or so years ago, a row of trees mustily shadowed | es members
This
nea
cans
Gas
tit
Se
for
or
presence,
their
the Ad building ; today who remembers
music|... seconded and passed

Also, a few years ago, the
that matter, really cares?
building | Commissioners Reports:
department was shunted off into one room of the-Ad
reported

KENL — Larry
took the program

and a drafty, ill-constructed hut, full of tinny, out-of-tune|
Today, we have a building specially designed and}.
pianos.

last

that
night

Next week he is goThis, a sign of progress, Was | over KENL.
constructed for the department.
number of the eleca
have
to
ling
applauded.
and
welcomed
but
not met with protest,

there to speak.
The present drama facilities, such as they are, will soon be | tion candidates
_
—so
are
Arts
Speech
new
the
of
greatly increased by the completion
cial
hae
eee
ee
a
j9¢,
building, While a wave of nostalgia will undoubtedly accom-| shomt, sorediies oe lemtornitio’
the move from the present stage to the new one, modern

pany

space

adequate

equi; ment and facilities, and
compensate sentimentality.

than | nq

more

will

their effect on campus.
President — Don arrived

ed

up

with

a left-handed

shovel

and a goat-skin over his scrawny
frame they laughed at him and
put him down in the deepest well.
It was very cold down in the well
barely
since Lucious’ skin
and
covered his knee he soon caught
lumbago of the knee and cried out
in a plaintive voice that it was col:
der than a well-digger’s knee in
this hole . . . which indeed it was.
So they drug him up and sent
him to the health cottage where,
while he was recovering, he saw
an ad in “Playgirl” in which the
Zadek Tent and Awning Co., of
Finkville, Siberia, offered a course

a set of instructions

The annual dinner in honor of
graduating Fisheries and Wildlife
Conservasponsored by
majors,
tion Unlimited, will be given at
the Big Four Inn starting at 7:30
p. m. tomorrow night.
Graduating senior in these fields
are eligible to attend.
This is C. U.’s traditional gesture of appreciation for the many
hours contributed to its various
service projects by the outdoorsmen during their years at HSC,
and the tab is picked up by the
club.

JUST IN TIME!

BERMUDAS...

for fun-filled Lumberjack Days
coming up on campus May 15 and 16

from

someone

|~_,

or what

ie

prime

been

examples
being

far from

WN

es
As f is, HSC

species,

of their
prime
:

s.
is be ee

|pursuits.

ee
oe
ae

such intellectual spring
reporters

Lumberjack

getting

busy

too

|were

+**
of whic h the student | cover stories.

;

a —

and college students are

| net above
But, they

examples.

at

production

play

taking

argument| HSC...

an

for their perservation.

could have been presented

were

perhaps

trees|also

the

Had

construction.

6S

against

protest

a valid

hardly

2 pel

ak a

weg”

cain thick ales petit rai =
It seems Diane is
is!|scare mothers.

there was of it — was located downstairs in the Coop.
The fact that a few seraggly trees have been removed

me

was;

aaa

ask

the bookstore —

it once

wa

who had to stand in the rain when

a.
elec-

Professors

ana

than

yet it is better

tennis courts,

ff...

Present cafeteria facil- berjack
Days
Lumberjack
show.
This is evident when- | '*Y
starts at 3:00 on Friday.
A. system Donbe

suggested that a P.
ever an organization, tournament contestants, or special
made ‘watts to coin
|
luncheon and banquet groups use the cafeteria.
classes to stimulate
tween
Bookstore space is limited in the temporary facilities pres-)
tions.
|
the
to
moved
it
There were protests when
ently employed.
i

to

scared

thought

oe

ats Pexusals

this

note

in my

box

up

left} You

who

in the|you!

. . . Thank

I add

did,
es

2+

8

Lumberjack office . . . it says it
Have you been following the
as well as I can to you: “My fellow students, I point with pride adventures of Major Deen Wilderness

and view with alarm . . . Thank
you, thank you, ladies and gentle-

George
brother
my
and
men,
thanks you, too, for your vote of
confidence in thisyar election of
the most noblest, the most erstwhile and the most efficient (leastways

I figure I am)

and

Thursday

an by gum,

plumb reckon that youuns knowed
what you was adoing Wenzday
when

you

done

in the Steve

ic strip in the

I

Well,

Diane

she has come

Canyon

Humboldt
Anderson

up with

com-

Times?
has

some

and

good

scarey scars for a class in speech
and drama at Arcata High School
in which she is observing.
From
this
staid beginning has
come

scars—stage
These
pencil

makeup,

of

*

@

It seemed that this semester had
just begun .. .Then I notice that

finals will be here
Karen

Backlund

in two weeks.
and

I

think

have found a way to beat the final rush.
Our solution . . . we
moved
into
Nelson Hall.
Our
plea to our parents: We could get

solution
of
pyroxlin,
went to the polls and wrote down chemical
For those of which is used to pucker the skin
your vote fer me.”

and

Scotia.

our

parents.

much

one?

handier

That’s

what

The

library

we

. . , Studying,

Ce
*&
4
452
459

Tan, Black or Blue
Sheer Gabardine .................. .. $2.98
Turquoise, Navy, Black or White

Cotton Twill .......................... .. $2.49

we

more studying done if we did not
drive between
Arcata
course. | have the

scars are made from red
and collodion, a
viscous

CHOOSE ....

~~

person

Last week I had a chance to
play editor... or maybe I should
say I played at it. If I didn’t learn
anything else during the week, I
learned tolerance . . . and why
. especially
editors get gray .
since the
word
tomorrow was
spelled wrong in a headline on the
front page.

>»

e228

Pat Gaha—___—_—
thoughtful

says,

“So, if you meet a scarey scarface
don’t scoff.
It’s just a class| soon,
}\mate with a rare flair for a bizarre mar.”
See what you started,
Diane?

- News Around Campus Some

Vivienne

service,

news

oe

et

the

=

proud.

of

45 CUO

| George,

Mrs.

As

be | curriculum.

>

ean

~

we

of which

. . . progress

progress

body ARE

CL

he increased facilities, the | 2 new course in “How To Handle
and the alumnus can be proud.
the increased faculty and) An Axe” has been added to the
offered,
inereased number of courses
student

a

C. U. Dinner
Honors Seniors

of ACSCI where he
As Humboldt State’s enrollment increases, its facilities | a meeting to take part in Lumthem
asked
re-|
and
needs
students’
must correspondingly increase if the
Days in the form of a varquirements are to be adequately met.
itis are too small to handle demands.

and

He set to work, and
tube of glue.
in no time had built himself a
body, which he promptly traded
With
off for a new Thunderbird.
his new acquisition he found that
he was so popular he was conco-eds.
chased by eager
stantly
This constant running made him
so strong that eventually he setNev.,
down in Deadwood,
tled
beating horseshoes to the tune of
bees buzzing, birds singing and
buds budding.

a

Member

Baldwin asked Joan if it would be

HOLLSTEIN

MILTON

ADVISER. ......-++eee+e+e+++DR.

Committee reports — Glendyne

body,

Taking heart,
and got: One

ee

Brause, Roger Werts, Mary, Stewart.

see about cost of

in Body-Building.
Lucious sent away

told

is

so

any-

Sizes 8 to 18
WOMEN’S WEAR

Buigarda

»>

Rawlinson,

John

Kunstal,

Ron

West;

Larry

|/Dr. Smith and

ask

Sandra

is Luc-

>»

David Maxon, Sandra

Giuntini, Bob McCord,

Joe will contact

9.

which is May

his real name

Actually

ious Zitzelfritz. At one time, when
he was a small child his parents
got so mad at him that they forced him to eat nothing but raw
As you have probably
green peas.
guessed the family was so poor
they didn’t have any pots to put
the peas in... Hence Lucious had
to eat them raw.
With this kind of a diet Lucious
grew up to be thing and scrawny.
His father took heart on his poor
condition and decided to farm him
out as a well digger to try to build
However, the work was
him up.
The
more than he could stand.
well-diggers were a breed of wild
mountain folk who wore skins for
clothing, and when Lucious show-

ee

McArt Dalianes, Pat Baker, Kay Morrison, Tom
Dennis
Murray, Bonnie Montgomery, Joe Wehner, Zunino
,

bees are buzzing, birds are singing,

buds are budding, and under the spreading chestnut the vil-a
lage smithy stands and beats his horseshoes. The smith
mighty man is he . . . but it wasn’t always 80.

eee
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received a letter from Eureka Junjor Chamber of Commerce, asking
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Across the land...

wee owe
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and
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Issue

This

Editor

to or-

vice president Joe Chap- | *
Those present were Joan
Rasmussen, John Burger, Armand |"* 4
Baradat, Linda Sarboe, Don Petterson, Jack Menzia, Bob. Merritt,
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Applauded In

Pat's Color Shop

Current Production Of ‘Corn’

It was most enjoyable last weekend to watch the Humboldt Players’ presentation of ‘‘The Corn Is Green,’’ Emlyn
Williams’ comedy-drama of life at the turn of the

Fuller Paints
Wall

coun
de of Wales.
Much credit is due
the director, Mrs. Evelyn McOurdy, for selecti
and directing a cast which brought the play to life as life, not as an
overly-sentimal sermon, as a lesser director
could easily
in the remote

have
_——--—--

done.
-—_—

++

ee

Yale Probate

In fact, I found the acting much
more interesting than the actual

script.

With one or two minor ex-

Page 3

By DAVID MAXON

=f

815 J St.

While st
the history
of this area in Geology class
last week, I started specculating on the fishoven
and hay vers resources to be expected after the impending atomic destruc-

ceptions, I would say that in “The
tion of most of the earth
Corn Is Green,” we have some of
This chain of tho
=
the finest acting on the HSC stage
been triggered
questhis year.
tionas to w
or not
As a Welsh play, the problem
Dr. Talbot ‘H. Waterman, prothere is life on Mars.
fessor of zoology at Yale Univer- of dialect was ,of course, one to
Let’s assume that a few “gooeybe mastered, and in the main it
sity, will be on the HSC campus
ducks” or giant mud clams can
was
carried
off
nicely.
It
was
only
from May 18 to 20 for a series of
survive in radioactive sand.
The
guest lectures on various aspects when the characters talked among humans left, being miners who had
themselves
in
Welsh
(with
no
of biology.
translation) ense enough to stay underground,
An assembly has been scheduled forthcoming English
would find that a strong gooeyMay 18 at 10 a. m., which will that I questioned the validity of duck with a lust for life can be
the author’s reason for including
open to the student body.
Dr.
just as exciting a quarry as rhino
it.
Waterman
will
be speaking on
or
elephant today.
Since the conSympathy, Not Sentiment
animal navigation in the sea.
cept of bag limits would be unAs the
fortyish spinster
Miss
necessary due to the dearth of
Dr. Waterman will speak before
Moffat, Maureen Fegan presented
population pressure, the quest for
Sigma Xi Club May 19 at 8 p. m.
a convincing portrayal of a teach- these mighty bivalves would lead
in the Science Building Lecture
formation of great
shell
Room.
He will address the group er bent on opening up new worlds to the
to her students and one student in
mounds
by
future
generations.
on animal behavior.
This lecture
particular.
As the non-nonsense,
These mounds would be pointed
will be opened to the public. Presympathetic but
not sentimental
out as the earliest sign of life on
ceding the talk, Sigma Xi will hold
Miss Moffa, (here I make the disearth — after its atomic “rebirth.”
a dinner to honor Dr. Waterman.
tinction between the two; were the
Thus, when you seek the great biAll members of Sigma Xi are incharacter of Miss Moffat to have
valves of Humboldt
Bay, do so
vited to attend this dinner.
been played as a sentimental old
Dr. Waterman will give a ser- maid, the entire play would have reverently, for you may be dealing
ies of talks before individual class- dissolved into a saccharine soap- with the link between the human
es.
Instructors who would like to opera; as it was, the role was play- animal and a future race!
have him speak befor® their class- ed sympathetically
“Reveille” Bulletin
and
so was
es on subjects relating to marine believably human).
Noticed a bulletin posted in the
Miss
Fegan
biology, evolution or other phases carried off the part excellently.
“Ad” building the other day.
It’s
of biology are asked to contact Dr.
As Morgan
Evans, Miss Mof- title is “Reveille” and it is publishCarl Widmer in the Science Build- fat’s diamond in a coal vein, Bill ed by the General Holridge Mining to arrange a time.
Men, with headquarters
in
Turner turned in a fine perform- ute
Any interested juniors or sen- ance, showing the transition from Sherman Oaks. A picture of Presiors who would like an individual a grubby 15-year-old, uneducated ident Eisenhower and another man
consultation with
Dr. Waterman but not uninteligent, coal miner, named
Glen Emons are
labeled
concerning a career in scientific to a responsible 18-year-old whose “Outlaws,
Criminals, and
Fugiresearch are asked to make ap- only duty, in the words of his tives from Justice,” and a list of
pointment with Dr. Widmer.
13 grievances follows.
This is osteacher, “is to the world.”
As a side note, when young Tur- tensibly on behalf of the Six NaDr. Waterman received his B. S.
and Ph. D. degrees from Harvard ner appeared 1m his first HSC play tions of the Iroquois and the AlUniversity.” During his career he last fall, it was as though his old- lied Indian Nations and I mention
Whether or not
has served as research associate at er brother, Tom, who was a main- it for this reason.
Harvard,
psychoacoustic
labora- stay of the department a few years this is a valid movement, the treattory of official scientific research ago, had returned to the stage. ment of the Indians of our nation
and deevilopment at Harvard. He Last weekend, however, Bill Tur- is a classic example of the result
was on the staff of the radiation ner was Bill Turner, developing to be expected when man is releaslaboratory at Massachusettes In- his own style, a style of which his ed uncontrolled in a new area and
what he can do to any opposition
stitute of Technology and has ser- brother could be justly proud.
which arises to his basic greed.
ved as secretary of the Bermuda
All In The Family
I think the parallel is obvious if
Biological
Station.
He is
past
Another convincing performance
secretary of Sigma Xi.
you’ve been keeping up on the
was that of Mary Lou Mitchell as
Wilderness Bill no win Congress.
the fluttery Miss Ronberry, provI have seen a personal communiing that
dramatic talent is
not
cation from Representative Clem
lacking on the distaff side of the
Miller who represents us in WashMitchell household. Mrs. Mitchell,
ington.
He points out that Wilin her first major HSC appearderness Areas benefit only about
ance,
displayed a command
of
2 per cent of the population (I feel
character portrayal that was aptThe fifth annual Industfial Arts ly in keeping with the character this figure is too low), and that
the the pressure from lumbering
Exhibit opened yesterday in the portrayed.
concerns is fierce against the bill.
Green and Gold Room.
Exhibits
Reginal Mintey, as the comically
by college Industrial Arts majors intense John Goronwy Jones, rang Yet taking a stand in support of
and industrial arts students from up another excellent characteriza- the bill, he believes that the areas
involved are the last places in the
the high schools in the area are on tion
from the opening
curtain
exhibit.
The exhibit continues to- when he was discovered perched country where one can go and not
be swamped with hoards of his
day from 8 to 5.
atop a stepladder on through the
fellow men and thus deserve our
The Industrial Arts Club fast duration of the play.
protection.
A recent letter from
Wednesday held a banquet in the
As the bluff and vain Squire,
Elementary
School Cafeteria
to Bill Livingston added his flair for Senator Kuchel indicates that the
honor the industrial arts instruc- playing a part for all its worth, Wilderness Bill wlil be held in
tors from the schools in this area as did Marianne Haynes as the committee until results of the Naand the judges of the exhibit. Af- converted Mrs. Watty, a kindly tional Outdoor Resources Review
Committee is available. This is an
ter the banquet the judges, local and self-confident Cockney.
excellent opportunity to write our
businessmen who
are considered
As Betty Watty, a spoiled, selto be experts in the different In- fish, brattish vixen, Gail Murray spokesmen in Washington, request
dustrial Arts areas judged the high established her character early in their support of this bill and give
school work.
The college work is the play, giving it the necessary them yours!
on exhibit but it was not judged.
nastiness the
part
demands for
NOT A POINT IN ’49
A trophy was given for Best full character balance.
Humboldt State’s track and field
of Show, and award certificates
Playing
smaller,
but
needed
were given to the Ist, 2nd and roles were Robert Graham, Vir- team found the FWC going very
3rd place winners in the various ginia Lunau, John Rawlinson, Lee rough in 1949 when they were unable to score a single point in the
areas.
Areas were: woodworking, | Mitchell,
Larry Clevenger,
John
Cal Aggies won the team
metal work, electricity, mechanical | Brandenburg, Paul Conner, Bon- finals.
title by a large ‘margin.
drawing, granhic arts, crafts and | nie
Jean
Carter
and
Thomas
auto mechanics.
Hedges.
All of the high schools in this
Performances of “The Corn Is
area were invited to participate. Green” will again be given tonight
High schools to be represented in- and tomorrow night at 8:15 p. m.
The Product Of My
clude Del Norte,
Hoopa,
Arcata,
in the main auditorium.
All ticEureka Senior High, Eureka Jun- ikets are reserved and may be reProfession Proves
ior High, George Jacobs Junior served this afternoon in the box
My Proficiency
High,
Fortuna,
St.
Bernards, office
in the
Green and
Gold
For Appointment
Ferndale and South Fork.
Room,
ASB card and season ticFree coffee is being served at ket holders will be admitted free.
the exhibit.
Adult admission without a card
or ticket is one dollar, with the admission
for
children
and
high

Paper
VA 2-2618

Arcata

To Lecture Here

On Animal Biology

On Compe ui2:s.
Obie

A MANY

ae

SCHULTZ IS
SPLENDORED

THING

Beppo Schultz, boulevardier, raconteur, connoisseur, sportsman,
bon vivant, hail fellow well met—in short, typical American
college man—smokes today’s new Marlboros.
“Why do you smoke today’s new Marlboros, hey?” a friend
recently asked Beppo Schultz.
“I smoke today’s new Marlboros,” replied Beppo, looking up

from his 2.9 litre L-head ‘Hotchkiss drive double overhead camshaft British sports car, ‘because they are new.”
“New?” said the friend. “What do you mean—new?”
“T mean the flavor’s great, the filter’s improved, the cigarette
is designed for today’s easier, breezier living,” said Beppo.

“Like this 2.9 litre L-head Hotchkiss drive double overhead
camshaft British sports car?”’ asked the friend.
“Exactly,” said Beppo.

“She’s a beauty,” said the friend, looking admiringly at the
car. “(How long have you had her?”
“It’s a male,” said Beppo.
“Sorry,” said the friend. “(How long have you had him?”
“About a year,” said Beppo.
“Have you done a lot of work on him?” asked the friend.
“Oh, have I not!” cried Beppo. “I have replaced the pushrods

with a Roots type supercharger. I have replaced the torque with
a synchromesh. I have replaced the tachometer with a double
side draft carburetor.”
“Gracious!” exclaimed the friend.

“T have replaced the hood with a bonnet,” said Beppo.
“Land o’ Goshen!”’ exclaimed the friend.
‘‘And I have put gloves in the glove compartment,” said Beppo.

Industrial Aris
Exhibit Opens

- HELLO -

PHONE

PATRONIZE OUR
ADVERTISERS...
THEY PATRONIZE US!

VA

(J. C. F.)

“My, you have been the busy one,’’ said the friend. “You
must be exhausted.”
“Maybe a trifle,” said Beppo, with a brave little smile.
“Know what I do when I’m tired?” said the friend.
“Light a Marlboro?” ventured Beppo.
“Oh, pshaw, you guessed!” said the friend, pouting.
‘But it was easy,” said Beppo, chuckling kindlily. “When the
eyelids droop and the musculature sags and the psyche is depleted, what is more natural than to perk up with today’s new
Marlboro?”
“A great new smoke with better ‘makin’s’ and a great new
filter!’ proclaimed the friend, his young eyes glistening.
“Changed to keep pace with today’s changing world!” declared Beppo, whirling his arms in concentric circles. “A cigarette for a sunnier age, an age of greater leisure and more beckoning horizons!”
Now, tired but happy, Beppo and his friend lit Marlboros and
smoked for a time in deep, silent contentment. At length the
friend spoke. ‘He certainly is a beauty,” he said.
“You mean my 2.9 litre L-head Hotchkiss drive double overhead camshaft British sports car?” asked Beppo.
“Yes,” said the friend. ‘How

fast will he go?”

“Well, I don’t rightly know,” said Beppo. “I can’t find the
starter.”

© 1959 Max Shulmaa

2-1083

TOM
MORGAN
870 G ST.
ARCATA

school students being 50 cents.
“Our revels now are ended.” —

Sea Mal, cad Ben.

Plaza Barber Shop

If you’re sticking with the good old non-filter cigarette, you
can’t do better than Philip Morris—a mild, rich, tasty smoke,
made by the people who make Mariboros.
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Toyon Receives Favorable Review:

Mercaif, Claasen Judged Excellent
By HAROLD HURWITZ

State College

Humboldt
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THE FINEST
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IN LAWNS
for
Use And Climate
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PICTURE

heels
Aimelessly smashed sweet
thousands
At 39c a bag.
Mr. Metcalf’s poems are interesting, but at times he tends to be
Six entries have been received
It was
a little cryptic and vague.
lin the Charles R. Barnum History
very difficult, for example, to see | Contest, according to Dr. Hyman
what significance there was in the | Palais, professor of history, who
am.
last line of “My Hat” —
| is coordinating the award progr

\History Contest
| Judging Started
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Large Selection Bedding Plants
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Hensel Hardware
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AWS Names Mrs. Beverly Griffith
Humboldt’s ‘Mother Of Year’
of student health
Miss Beverly Griffith, nurse supervisor
l

’ at the annua
services, was named ‘‘Mother of the Year’
Women students
iated
Assoc
the
by
ored
spons
Tea
Mother’s
day.
Satur
last
and the Home Economics Club

style show with fashions made and
modeled by the members of the
clothing construction classes. Music was provided by the music department.

Mrs. Griffith has been college
nurse for the past nine years.
Mrs. Griffith has submitted her |
resignation, effective in June, to |
|
accompany her husband, Dr. Har-

ry

Griffith,

E.

to the

Hashemite |

He will be
Kingdom of Jordan.
-spon- | Third
nment
gover
a member of the
|
sored teacher education mission.
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Laura Adams Armer Illustrations College Notes
Anniversary
Hung In Library A-V Room
Of Von Humboldt
The Audio

Visual

Room

in

the Library is the scene this

about

a little Mexican

the book was awarded

honorable mention by the Caldecott Medal for the most distinguished American picture book for children published in

the United States during the preceding year.
Mrs. Armer is a native Californian. She was born in Sacramento
Jan, 12, 1874.
She spent her
childhood in San Francisco where,
as she says, “artistic adventure lies
on the threshold.”
She studied
art

at the

California

School

of De-

sign
and the Academy of
San
Francisco
Art Association.
She
married a fellow student at the
Academy in 1902.
Her husband, |
Sidney Armer, is a well-known ar-

Lumberjack Days
(Continued from Page 1)
noon will be a water ballet at the |
pool.
The ballet will also be at 3)
p. m. and will be presented by Eu-|
reka High School students.
Next on the agenda will be relay races in Redwood Bowl. The
relays are under the directorship
of Bill Crichton, and they include
a suitcase race, the frog jump, an
egg throw and a pie eating contest.
Following the relay races the
Home Ec. Club will serve a dinner, also in Redwood Bowl.
It
will be $1 per plate, and the menu
includes fried chicken, potato salad, bread and butter, fruit and
cookies.
The student
body will
furnish free coffee and cokes.
After dinner there will be entertainment in the form of carnival
booths on the tennis courts.
The
proceeds from the booths will go
to the World University Service
organization on campus.
Football
movies will be shown in the Women’s Gym at this time, also.
Another feature Friday evening
will be the donkey contest in the
baseball field.
This event will be
sponsored by the Tekes, and the
fraternity
has
obtained
several
donkeys to use for the contest. The
object is to see who can ride a

donkey

o1-

and
the
de-

will
in

20,
alth

are
po-

in

his own

a good

right.

deal

They

have

of traveling

in

the South Seas, the Navaha country of the Southwest and Mexico.
She reecived the inspiration for
her books from her travels.
Mrs. Armer was a well known
artist before she published her first
children’s book when she was fif- |
ty-seven years old. Her first book,
“Waterless
Mountain,”
was awarded the Newberry Medal as the
best children’s book of 1932,
Mrs. Armer now resides in Fortuna where her home is one of the
show places of this area.
The hours the exhibit may be
viewed are Tuesday and Thursday
from 8 a. m. to 5 p. m.; Friday, 2
to 5 p. m., and Saturday, from 9
a. m. to 1 p. m.

ais

event.

great

von

Hum-

German

natur-

nual Faculty Recognition Banquet last week, noting that the
anniversary
is getting
worldwide notice.
Von Humboldt is one of the
great men of science and in his
lifetime

was

said

to

know

all

there was to know about the
several scientific disciplines in
which he was engaged. He spent
a lifetime of exploration, investigation, and writing.

ment of Fish and Game.

The College Elementary School
eighth grade class will leave Monday for a week long trip to Clearlake Highlands, Ukiah, San Francisco, and Sacramento.
The group
will stay at the Golden State Ho-

Mystery

Ford

11:30

a. m.

HSC

will

play

its scheduled baseball game with
Sarcamento State.
This time has
also been set aside for lunch and
Miss Baldwin suggests that students bring sack lunches so they
can attend the game or eat in the
Coop, which will be open.
The
cafeteria will also be serving lunch
at its regular hours.
Next on the schedule is a swimming demonstration and competiLinda Sarboe,
tion at the pool,
chairman of this event, has arranged for diving exhibits, water
comedy acts and variety races.
Following the swim demonstration will be free swimming for all.

At 3 p. m. a top rate movie will

be shown in the Women’s Gym.
The final event of Lumberjack
Days will be the Junior Prom. The
formal dance will be held at the

Eureka Inn from 9 p. m. til 1 a. m.

EUREKA

this

weekend

HELP WANTED:
Part

time

ably

male.

tions

for

summer,

bookkeeper,
Also

taking

station
both

full

preferapplica-

attendant
—

and

for
part

time. Apply to J. Johansen, Regal
Station, 1010 Broadway,
Eureka.

Howard Emmerson Real Estate
across from

McKinleyville

School
Res. TE 9-1148
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ADVERTISERS . . .
THEY PATRONIZE US!

and

House,

the

Plant,

Office TE 9-2396

Playland.

English:
}

Pe

ara

aii

PROFESSOR

NEARSIGHTED

Thinklish translation: This fellow has so
many degrees, he looks like a thermometer. He’s so myopic, he needs glasses to
view things with alarm. Though quite
the man of letters, the only ones he favors
are L.S./M.F.T. “I take a dim view of
other brands,” he says. “Give me the
honest taste of a Lucky Strike!”’ We see
this chap as a sort of squintellectual (but
remarkably -farsighted when it comes
to cigarettes).

|

:

Se

CIGARETTES

English: VIKING

OARSMEN

HOW TO MAKE °25
Take a word—television, for example. With it, you can make commercial TV (sellevision), loud TV (yellevision), bad TV (smellevision) and
good TV (swellevision). That’s Thinklish—and it’s that easy! We're

paying $25 for the Thinklish words judged best—your check is itching
to go! Send your words to Lucky Strike, Box 67A, Mt. Vernon, New
York. Enclose your name, address, college or university and class.
U. OF
(ERED cricn GRAY.

Get the genuine article

Get the honest taste
of a LUCKY STRIKE
AUNTED HOUSE
Y IN AW
English: HALLWA

OR
Thinklish: HORRID

Watches - Diamonds
Silver - China

ARCATA

meet

See or Call

tel in San Francisco, and visit such

Garden, InWinchester

will

TIRED OF RENTING...
LIKE A “REAL” HOME?

places as Cinerarfia, the Planetar-

Aquarium, Tea
ternational
Airport,

sociation

on campus to consider problems
pertinent to speech
teachers
in
California higher learning, according to Dr. Edward Steele, assistant professor of speech and coordinator for the group.

Salmon problems were the subject for a meeting Tuesday in the
Wildlife Building.
The staff of
the fisheries department met with
Don H. Fry, head of the salmon
investigations of the State Depart-

Eighth Grade Leaves

1 ium,

Representatives of the California State College and University
section of the Western Speech As-

Review Problems

for the longest time.

The final event Friday will be
the Wood Chip Chop in the tennis
courts, weather permitting. If not,
the dance will be held in the Men’s
Gym.
The Melodiers will play for
the Wood
Chip Chop, and bermudas are the recommended dress.
Dance chairman Suzie Ratliff is
planning out-door decorations for
the event,
The Saturday festivities will begin at 10 a. m. with a Variety
Show which will include many acts
by student talent.
Art Dalianes is
chairman of the Variety Show.

At

tist

done

bute to von Humboldt at the an-

Alexander

the

. _English: STOCK

MEG DAVIS, GRiNWetE COLLEGE

U. OF FENN
ESTELLE ELL ENBERG,
Oa. t. Ce

Product of Sh

AS

HINGTON

|

JUDGE

see

5

Here This Weekend

alist for whom Humboldt State
indirectly was named.
Pres. C. H. Siemens paid tri-

boldt,

Page

Speech Instructors

Tomorrow at 10 a. m. the HSC
women’s softball team challenges
the Chico softball team to a game
of softball,
The HSC squad has been practicing all week for the game tomorrow and is in top shape for the

of Baron

Mrs. Armer for use in her prize winning children’s book,
‘*Forest Pool,’’ an imaginative sto
boy whose name is Diego. In 1

Women’s Nine
To Play Chico

Tuesday
was
the
one-hundredth anniversary of the death

months of an exhibit of original water colors by Laura Adams Armer, a well known Humboldt County resident.
The water colors are the original illustrations painted by

LUMBERJACK

aie

MAerarican SebanceLempany —" Sebaceo is our middle name.
-

-
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Seek FWC

Cinder Crown

HUMBOLDT LOOKS TOWARD
FIRST CONFERENCE TITLE

HSC Returns To
a7 Cochrane Pay |.

>

Jaailee

Tomorrow At SF

Humboldt State’s Lumberjack track and field team leaves
this afternoon for what will be the sternest test they have

By BOB

faced since the season opened last March as they meet the
combined stre

the

of the Far Western Conference tomor-

Coach Bob Doornink and |~ While
HSC

20-man

squad will be competing for | marks
the

first

showing

traveling | the one eae

cinderpath

title.

for both

as many weeks to get its sched-

his strength in

umboldt

he has an new

the school

| books and the Redwood

oe

record

Next comes junior vaulter Roger Biffle, who is listed second in
crown. They have never fin- the NAIA best times and distance
report.
He has recorded a new
ished better than a weak
bowl, school and personal record
fourth.
at 14°3",
It also smashes the exBut, this year the HSC thinisting
WC
standard by
eight
clads along with the powerful
inches.
teams from
Sacramento State
The largest scoring punch for
end University of Nevada have
any
single event has come from
been tabbed pre-meet favorites
the high jump where four jumpers,
to grab the laurels.
three
freshmen,
have
Humboldt and
Sacramento al- including
never
failed
but
to
give
Humboldt
ready have unofficial claim on the
FWC dual meet crown each boast- a first place.
The most consistent of the four,
dng a 4-1 record. The Hornets suffered their lone loss of the season freshman Bill Crichton of Eureka,
at the hands of Humboldt and the has a best jump of 62”, but has reJacks lost their opening affair to corded higher distances in practice |
as has freshman Jim Christiansen
Nevada.
Meanwhile,
Chico
State,
Cal of Fortuna, freshmen and firstAggies and San Francisco State year jumper Larry Krupka of Euhave
been trailing, but at
the reka and sophomore Don Black.
same time, showing top individTwo individuals stand out the
ual performers who might throw most in the broad jump, Loren
a proverbial “monkey wrench” in August and Fran Alden, sophothe top three’s
powerful cinder more and freshman, who have selmachines.
dom failed to collect less than a
Basically it will be a fight to one-two for HSC.
the finish with athletes vieing for
Improvement
is
Humboldt’s
honors in the afternoon and qualstory in the javelin event where
@ying in the sprints, hurdles and
sophomore
Vester Flanagan and
field events in the 10 a. m. mornfreshman
Jim
Barker have shown
ing trials.
constant scoring ability as well as
The Humboldters began launchpicking up almost 30 feet to their
ing their title
drive last spring |
lifetime best.
when an unusual number of prom- |
Flanagan doesn’t have the best
ising feeshmen turned out along
distance in the conference but
with some transfers and returnees.
has beaten both Clyde Bryan of
The
HSC team lost its
first
Chico State and Dave Zenor of
meet and then score eight straight

A cet of non-conference

victories

along

with

a

triangular tie and a three-way win.
The strength of the Humboldt
thinclads must come from the field
depth that has played such a promnent role in their success to date

this season.
First there is Bill Hook,
a
freshman from Ukiah, who has

Sacramento

with

over

190 foot

throws. He set a new mark both
for the school and bow! during
the current season.
Barker has
not remained very far in the
background coming out with no

experience

and

throwing

the

marks in the shot put and discus |

ee

nn

en

os

of

over

188’.

Aside from the depth and strong

boldt wlil

also be dependent

ence action after a two
layoff. They face the San
cisco Gators in a pair of
games
that may decide
current leadership in the
baseball standings.
Last week the Gators

95
Open

16TH

ST.,

Monday

ARCATA

through

Friday

8:30 a. in. "é b. m. a

Meat Boat Sandwiches, on

Harry

Ba

re-

oo
ne ve
Fries, Thick Milk Shakes,
ke, Root Beer, Orange

French

TIGER

Se

and

SLUSH

OE

ORRAM

Another

century

BUY NOTHING -- BUT
BUTTERNUT!
x
IS

ps
ri

runner

who}

will be looking for: HSC points
with Alden, Vasquez is also running the 220 where he has shown
promise this season, while fresh-

ae
“2

Toasts

PO

4

“4

ke! acyl

ROGER BIFFLE, one of Humboldt’s mainstays stands
ready to garner a first place tomorrow at the Far Western
Conference track and field championships at Davis. The
outstanding Lumberjack has pole vaulted 14’3’’ to set a
new school and Redwood Bow! record and is currently rated
the second best pole vaulter in small colleges in the nation,
according to the NAIA.

mna Keith Weidkamp of
will double in the 220 and
mile.
Weidkamp has
already

the HSC

school

enti

in the

Bearded

Wade.

- week
Frantough
their
FWC
split a

:

‘

at 11 a. m. at the SF State dia-

Eureka
quarter
broken

in

FWC

:21.4 i

fi

te PWC

1

co - captain

Harold

Scott in the mile, and

Smith

in

the

two-mile

Bob

make

the balance of Humboldt's
entries.

up

running

August in‘ the high hurdles : and
Dean Carrier in the lows attribute

Humboldt’s

biggest

Tournament

Marshall

its strongest running.
Ray Stanley in the 880,

Freshman

ui

hopes

in the

the

Gators

during

the

Easter

trip.

On

Sunday morning at 11 o’-

clock the Jacks face the highlysuccessful San Francisco Presidio nine in a pair of. games. The

Torreos

made

college

stars

up of many
and

professionals
the HSC

a

promise

team

some

est competition

ex-

number

to

of

give

of its stiff-

of the season.

Tennis Team To
‘Jack Golfers
In Woodland For Chico For FWC

finals to FWC

At this point Manuel Vasquez | Stevens will run the 440 to give
returns to reclaim his 100-yard | Humboldt

TIGER’S DEN

iB

mond.
Kinzer hag selected his two
standout
chuckers to
open on
the mound with Alva Kinney
going in the first tilt and Bill
Drabble toeing the rubber in the
second.
The HSC mentor said
the Jacks must be up to their
best performance. He added that
Humboldt had to fight all the
way to win a 9-5 triumph from

ling competitors.

has not approached
that time
this year but nevertheless is a
favorite
along with
Nevada’s
Dick Strunk and Sacramento’s

soe
.

boldt holds a win over the San
Francisco nine as well as two
victories over the Wolfpack, The
first game will get under way

upon | 440

that he won
last
The Jack sprinter

;

twin-bill with Nevada and Hum-

of running and hurd-|morann |

dash
crown
year in :9.8.

s

Sunday
at Ashland, but was
postponed because of a flooded
field and a heavy snowfall on
the Oregon mountains.
Coach
Ced Kinzer said the game has
been tentatively rescheduled for
Sunday, May 17.
Tomorrow the Jacks swing
back into Far Western Confer-

bok both eitg Conference [showing nthe fd events Ha |i BSC school record i. in
throws. The strong Jack is list- | the showing
spear

games

with
the Southern Oregon's Red
Raiders was scheduled for last

seriously been considered a
real contender for the track

meet

State baseball

hee

cisco for a pair of twin-bills.

Bowl. His

The meet marks the first [competitive throw in the shot is
time the Jacks have ever
a
.

dual

McCORD

Failing for the second time in

=

Champions
Humboldt’s

tennis

Today and tomorrow the HSC] yesterday
golf squad are participating in the|they will for

s

Ips
squad

left

Sacramento where
participate in the Far

:

Golf Conference Meet in Davis on West Conference tennis championthe Yolo course.
Six colleges are|s hips.
participating in the Far Western
The traveling squad will consist
Conference tourney — Nevada
of Jack Geary, Art Dalianes, Gary
State, Chico State, San Francisco Petersen, Bruce Paige, Paul ZinState,
Cal
Aggies,
Sacramento selmeir and either Jim Darling or
| State and Humboldt State College, | Lou Karstensson.

:

Coach

Kerker

states

that

——“~— —

Page 6

Sac-

barriers.
Neither one is a favorite
The squad from HSC will be ramento State will be favored on
for first place, but both are expect- made up of five participants in- t he basis of their play thus far
cluding
Chuck Blackburn,
John
ed to garner valuable points.
Yingst, Pete Dye, Billy Caver and . his season.
Shoifld the meet become as close
The Lumberjacks will play San
Mel Bailey.
as the Sacramento meet was a
Francisco State at the conclusion
This season coach Phil Sarboe’s of the tournanient in a dual match,
couple of weeks
ago, the relay
foursome of Stevens, Weidkamp, golf squad has taken three of its The match was rained out earlier
Stanley,
Alden or Fred
Kubec meets from Cal Aggies and one in the season and rescheduled for
from the faculty squad.
They lost this time.
two to Sacramento, two to San
Francisco, one to Chico and one
TO STAY IN GYM
to Baywood.
The Chico State Women’s Soft:
—_———.
———J|ball
Team will arrive on
HSC
yaaa
tae ~~
ace
might well decide if the Lumber-|campus
this afternoon and_
will
fe,
me
mes 8 98
i
jacks are to be the 1959 Far West-|spend the night in the Women’s
250’ 12-2 Romex........ $ 9.95 I ern Conference champions.
Gym.
100 lb. common nails. . . .$10.50
ee
PLYWOOD

=

Building Supplies

Y%” shop 4x8............ $ 2.88
1%” shop 4x8............. $4.95
%”

shop

4x8............ $ 6.08

%” exterior 4x8......... $ 4.95
:

SHOP AND SAVE

Carl Johnson Co.
Hiway

,

All day

Sunday

y

an

Special Attraction

aturday

rd

7

nl

THE KEG

752 18th St.

Ss

Wednesday

THE JOE ROMERO

101 N. Eureka

8 a. m. to 8 p. m.

.

ein the nat
riday

°

Nights

TRIO

North Arcata

|
“

eft
re
‘ar
n-

Fri., May
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CINDER WIN OVER SOCE
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*|HSC Track Team
May Enter Large
National Meets

Not even the weathey daunted Humboldt State’s bid
for
its eighth straight dual meet win last
Saturday, as they
Segre Southern Oregon’s Red Raiders 100-31
at Ash.
Triumphing

by

the

largest

margin ever measured by an
HSC track team, the Lumber-

jacks

swept

14 of

15 events

to

completely dominate the last
outing before the conference finals tomorrow.

Easing off a little and running
a variety of events, the HSC squad
completed sweeps in two events
and
added a one-two
punch in
four more to completely subdue
the undermanned
Southern Oregon team.
Bill Hook and
Loren August
paced the cinder win with double
victories,
Hook scored his twin
win in the shot put at 48’5” and
the discus at 144°10”.
August took
the high
the
won
hurdles and
broad jump in 17.6 and at 20°44”
Hook also entered a third event
but failed to place better than
fourth.
He ran the century behind
SOCE’s Baker.
More field men tried to get in
the act as freshman Jim Barker
tried his first collegiate hurdles.
He placed a third in the highs and
also got a place in the lows.
Continuing their usual show of
field strength the Jacks with freshmen
Crichton
Bill
Larry
and
Krupka
tied at 5°10” and
Don
Black collected a third to sweep |
the

high

jump.

Roger Biffle quit at 12’6” after |
winning
the
pole vault.
Teammates Rich Healey and Bob Kauf:
c
|
man tied for second to complete |
the

meet to cop the two-mile in 10:44.4
and Scott ran third,
Carrier won his low hurdle specialty in :26.7 and the Humboldt
foresome
consisting of
distance
runner Scott, pole vaulter Kaufman, high jumper Black and freshman Fred Kubec won the mile relay in 3:50.0.

HUMBOLDT

220 Yard Dash—Weidkamp {gse):
oer
(SOCE);
Stevens
(HSC
440 Yard Run—Stevens (HSC); Baker (9268); Alden (HSC) — :53.3
880
Yard
Run—Staniey
LE
Sierver (HSC);
Johnson
(SOCE)
—
Mile

Run—Johnson

(S0Ce):

Smith

(HSC)

Two

Mile

Run—Smith

Mile

peta

Comteweld
120

—

(SOCE);

Yard

H.

Hee

(HSC);

(HSC)

—

—0s 50.0

H.—August
(M86);
Borne (SOCE); Barker
(HSC)—i1 7.6

220 Yard
L. H.—Carrier
thse):
atereen (SOCE); Smith (SOCE) —
FIELD
igh

EVENTS

Jump—Tie
for 1st: Crichton
an, Krupka
(HSC);
Black

)

Broad
Jump—Avguet
(HSC);
wn, (HSC)
layton
(SOCE)
—

avelin—Flanagan

(HSC);

Clayton

(HSC);

(SOCE)

Pole
Vault—Biffle
2nd: py
(SOCE)

12°6""

(HSC

(SOCE);
Team

today and to-

5

“Oh, to be in Elba...
now that Winston’s there!”

Al20’-

Barker

—

179°8”

(HSC);
Tie for
and
Kaufman

Discue—Hoek
(HSC);
CE); Schubert
(HSC)
—

Shot

golf team is in Woodland

Some of Humboldt’s top thinclads may be entered in post-sea|son meets this spring coach Bob
| Doornink reported early this week,
finals toFollowing the FWC
morrow, the top Jack cindermen
will
take
part
in a_pine-state
NCAA small college meet at Chi| co State on May 23. States involyled are Hawaii, Oregon, Nevada,
California,
Washington,
Idaho,
| Arizona, Montana and Utah.
Then on May 30, the Lumber|
| jacks may compete at the CaliforFollowing
nia Relays in Modesto.
|
|that meet it is possible that Hum|boldt may send some representa| tives to the NAIA meet in Sioux
| Falls, South Dakota.

Scott

4:46

Scott

STATE

morrow seeking team and individual honors at the Far Western
Conference championship matches at the Yolo Flyers course. Leaders John Yingst and Chuck Blackburn seek medalist titles along
oa
teammates right-to-left Pete Dye, Rich Bailey, Blackburn,
Billy Caver, coach Phil Sarboe, Yjngst, Pat Benson and Rod Sandretto who are fighting for the team crown.

TRACK EVENTS
100 Yard
Dash—Vasquez
(HSC),
Weldkame, (HSC); Baker (SOCE)—

(HSC);

Put—Hook

Golte

(Hse):

10"

(Sso-

Culley

Christiansen (HSC) — 48°3”
Standings:
Humboldt
100;
Southern Oregon 31

sweep.

Vester
velin

at

Flanagan
179’8”

won

the ja-

was

follow-

and

ed by Barker.
Tom Schubert
collected a third in the discus

|

and high jumper Jim Christiansen, who didn’t jump as he hag
a stone bruise, placed a strong
third in the shot.
Into the sprints, Manuel
Vasquez won the hundred in :10.2 and
was followed by freshman Keith
Weidkamp, who moved up from
the

440,

tury

as

Weidkamp
a prep

ran

the

cen-

competitor

last

year.

The strong Humboldt
sprinter
came back later to win the 220 in
:23.0 and HSC captain Marshall
Stevens took third behind strong
Baker.
Stevens also won the 440 in
:53.3 and century runner, freshman Frank Alden, pjaced a close
third.
Dean Carrier, who bypassed the high hurdles in favor
of the 880-yard run, which he
has seldom run, if ever, placed
second
behind
freshman
Ray
Stanley, who won the half mile in
2:04.6.
Jack Johnson
lone first place

won
with

a

the Raiders
4:46 mile,

which was much better than his
previous
season's
best of 5:05.
Harold Scott and Bab Smith placed second and third in that order.
Smith came back later in the

MANUEL
VASQUEZ, Humboldt sprint star defends his Far
Western Conference 100 - yard
dash title this Saturday at Davis.
He will be among 20 Lumberjacks seeking honors at the
FWC
championships.

FOR A MEAL
OR A
SNACK

BIM’S

——————
eer
Lee

TOP 20 TUNES
and Hi-Fi Albums

Complete Drug and
Prescription Service
@

Falor's

Prescription
Pharmacy
Open 8 a. m. to 9 p.m
Seven
Days A Week
North Arcata, clese to campus
1963
@ Street
Ph. VA 2-2052

is the place to go!
featuring
FRESH FREEZE
MALTS and SHAKES
SANDWICHES
COMPLETE

MEAIS

After
The Game

BIM’S

iTS WHATS UP FRONT THAT COUNTS
The mystery is solved! Napoleon’s
famous

gesture was

just to reassure

himself that he had plenty of cigarettes.
His army may have traveled on its
stomach, but the old boy himself

wouldn’t have been caught at Waterloo
if he hadn’t been checking the Belgian

bistros for a spare carton of Winstons!
There's a rare smoking treat that comes
from Winston's famous Filter-Blend —
which means a careful selection of fine,
mild tobaccos specially processed for
filter smoking. Try a pack real soon,
and you'll agree that...

Winston tastes good—
like a cigarette should!

At the Foot of College
Hill on Frontage Road

Page

R. J. REYNOLDS

TOBACCO

CO.. WINSTON-SALEM.N.C.
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Oath;

Poll Majority

Resalts To Go To Officials
elections held last week, the HSC

student

in a special opinion péll to oppose the so-called
body vo
‘loyalty oath’’ of the National Defense Education Act
which provides $8200 for loans for Humboldt State.
the

student

body

Legislature

to the oath

and

the

California

State Board of Education.
It should be noted that this is

and 250 in agreement
with the
provisions of the oath.
The Executive Council of the
student body on March 19 made a
motion which stated:
1. That the Student Body Executive Council goes on record as opposing the so-called “loyalty oath”
in the National Defense Education

“voiced opposition” to the oath
and not a demand that the oath be
refused, as this is another question,

it was pointed out by Larry West,
ASB

publications

commissioner.

Attend Session

Act loan fund.

2. That this information shall be
transmitted in the form of a letter

On College Dorms

gress, the California State legislature and the state board of Education.

Miss Kate Buchanan, associate
dean of students, and Eugene
Flocchini, accounting
officer, attended a California State College
Dorm Workshop April 20 and 21
at Fresno State College.
The main purpose of the workshop was to discuss residence hall

to the proper authorities in Con-

The council felt however, that
on an issue as basic as this, the

question should be put before the
student body before action was taken.
This is what was done during the spring elections.

Since

the

poll

taken

at

the

spring election indicated that a
majority of the student body was
in opposition to the “loyalty oath,”
at the next regular meeting of the
student
Executive Council
steps
will be taken to transmit the feelings of the student body and the
Executive Council to the California senators in Washington, representatives in the California State

to acquaint

1959

Sem-

pervirens has been closed, but a
few books are still available and

will be placed on sale on a

first-

when

the

basis
come, first-served
arrives, it was announced
yearbook
by Jack Mays, yearbook
—
Mays said about 90 books still
have not been reserved.
Every
student with a full-year activity
card, who has reserved a book by

the re- Cause

card

will

full

will receive a book

year

for one

dollar until the supply is exhausted.
The extra copies also will be

made

available to holders of one-

semester cards (students who have

enrolled

been

semester

only one

Facul-|

this year) for four dollars.

Several

Shifts On Campus

The

residence

hall

program

new, Miss Buchanan

is| Bookstore-Cafeteria

building

whether they have an ASB asso-|
clate membership card or not.

next year run smoothly.
| will be brought west to exit be-|
Miss Buchanan was chairman of tween Nelson Hall and the new
a panel on room assignment and dormitories on what was Sequoia
publicity.
St., ending on Plaza Ave., the main
The workshop was attended by thoroughfare.
The property hut
representatives
of all
California | gnerations moved to the Preston
state colleges.
House Wednesday.
Another road project soon will
be underway to realign Sequoia
St. fronting the new AdministraPlays
Symphony

tion Building and Speech-Arts Little Theater Building from Plaza
Elementary
Ave. to College

Concert

Youth

In Eureka Today |“:-:
The

Humboldt

State

Symphony

reka
municipal
auditorium
this
morning sponsored by the North
Coast section Music Educators.
The orchestra will be conducted

ee
:
Farley

of the music

a

Saens

by Saint

Animals”

val of the

At 9:45 a. m. the elementary
school concert will begin. At 10:45

week,” Mays said.

aa

Four Named To
Board Of Control

number

; of the

schools,

Newly appointed Board of Control members are Olin Kirkland,

is

Humboldt

arranging

for

of seats

Execu-

certain

school

each

in Humboldt and Del Norte counties. There is no admission charge.
This program is arranged annually to give the youth of Hum;

tion is
Begley

available from
in the CES

Mrs. Julia
Curriculum

ely

:

a

272 as usual.
Dr. Lawrence

Sees Tat
E. Turner,

to

stature,

put more fun
in your night

execu-

week that
of the Adwhich
is
baffles has

:

ac-

become

.

:

ae

be
will notconand during
for
open histo equipment
student traffic

new

Vinin
The

Sequoia,

located

by

the

Select

or Meta-

beautiful

and

good

investigate

contested

elec-

a

in music

liter-

ature.

FWC

STANDINGS
W L Pet.

Control interpret the ASB consti-| HUMBOLDT

tution,

:

Sacramento

... 3

State.

3

1
1

.750

.

.750

GB

—

.

Thi

ae

eh

,

planted
on campus
glacial period.

C

—

—

.167

3

Free Crystal With Each
Watch Cleaning

Graves

Department Store

Nevada State .... 3

Cal Aggies

....... 1

5

5

.375

ON

THE

PLAZA

ARCATA

your

fitted
Prom

to

you.

date,

then

2

here.

°
White dinner jacket,

Fast Service

Flowers - Gifts
1168

Cn

@ St

aers

wath lemma 42 - WA Rm

7

:

3

:

I

‘
:

JEWEL ERS
No Interest

No Carrying Charge

I
f

pants, and accessories $9.50

CREDIT

a
—

expertly

mals

REPAIR
‘

“8
Acres |] ro" Bring Your "= Watch
Jack-Cvn
DEFINO
Floris!

Complete Lines
am

:

dinner

make a date to rent your for-

Guaranteed

Expert
WATCH

Constitu-|

and
Make

=
1

acting under the ASB

complete

2

jackets . . . every line new

=
nine

tions, and pass on the legality of | Chico State ...... i=
actions of members and officers |San Francisco ....2 2 .500
tion.

our

designed.
All
and_ smartly
garments cleaned and pressed,

land-

about

;

lightweight

ee

these —
on a —
tion.
embers of the
Board of

.

from

of

stock

Nelson

with concert and to fur-| 721) parking lot will not be retive Council for approval by Wil-|quainted
ther acquaint students with the

mer Bohlmann, associate professor
of political science, sponsor of the
Board of Control.
Examinations
were
given to

eee

prom

e

are due

parking plans

two weeks.
Dawn Redwood,

th

GO FORMAL

struction. He said the entire parking problem on campus has been
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President C. H. Siemens, right, hands a shovel to Dr. Roy
E. Simpson, state superintendent of public instruction, to
take the ceremonial first shovelful of ground at the site of
the Cafeteria-Book Store building last week.
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